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Oxford Floorboards
21mm Solid Oak
Detailed Drawings & Specifications



The Oxford quite literally offers the best of both worlds: long length 
boards combined with a range of impressive widths to create a genuine 
yet bespoke floor of your choice, while giving the benefits of a modern 
flooring board at its best - exceptionally well machined for tight joins and 
ease of laying.

With its filled and sanded finish, tongue and groove end and stress 
grooves on the back face (giving increased stability), this is as close as 
you can get a solid floor to engineered!

Oxford Floorboards
21mm Solid Oak

■  End-matched, prefilled and sanded, reducing the  
 installation time

■  Stress grooved to increase stability

■  Longer length specification

■  Character grade to create an interesting floor with  
 features

■  Delivered in 3 – 5 days, stock item



üTechnical Data üApplication Instructions

■ Suggested applications - Ideal for any room in the house, with  
 bathrooms and wet rooms being the exception, as this is not   
 recommended.  Also Oxford fits in with any style of house, the   
 product is ideal for older properties where underfloor heating is  
 not present. Designed to be structurally sound fitted directly to   
 joists.

■ Fixing - Correct methods of laying and fixing Oak flooring are  
 critical to both its look and its function. This product can be   
 glued, secret nailed, face nailed or floated, for more    
 information visit www.hewinsoak.com/help/3-interiorarticles/19  
 flooring-fixing-tips or scan below.

■ Grade Character. Virtually sap free 
(increased durability)

■ Edge detail Square shoulders, tongue & 
groove sides and ends. 
Stress grooves on back face.

■  Supplied finish Filled & sanded, unfinished

■  Wastage allowance 10% recommended

■  Underfloor heating Not suitable

■  Recommended finish Oiled or lacquered, a light 
sand recommended prior to 
finishing

■  Density 800kg/m³ or 16kg/m² approx.

■  Lengths (m) Majority are 2.3 - 2.8, random

■  Widths (mm)

■  Acclimitisation

160, 180, 200

7 days minimum



Oxford Floorboards
Profile drawing
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